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Abstract. The investigation deals with capabilities of multilayer dielectric stacks 
of symmetrical periods for needs of near JR heat reflectors design. The main 
problems are connected with suppression of high-reflection zones in the visible 
spectral region and uniform covering of the JR region by high-reflectance zones. 
It is shown that periods of ABA type may be used for high reflectance up to 
1.52 µm. For high reflectance at longer wavelengths more complicated periods 
should be used. 

PACS number: 42.79.Fm 

1. Introduction 

Optical filters, owing selective transmission and reflection, are with wide application in 
academic and technological researches. Filters called transparent heat reflectors (HR) or 
heat minors can deflect heat radiation from the incident light beam. They are used for 
heat insulation where unhindered light transmission is required. On the one hand they 
efficiently reflect broad band IR heat radiation in a manner similar to highly conductive 
metal-like materials; and on the other hand they efficiently transmit light in the visible 
region. Such filters have wide application in a solar thermal energy conversion, solar 
photovoltaic conversion, solar heating, window heat insulation and thermal insulation 

in lamps. 
Different types of heat reflectors may be realised by deposition of (i) conductive 

metallic or semiconductor single-layers, their combinations with dielectric protective 
and antireflection films [1, 2, 3], or (ii) all-dielectric interference multilayers. For the 
first HR-group some typical advantages are: quite little number of layers and extremely 
wide zone of high reflection. They possess some shortcomings: relatively nanow spec
tral transmittance region; nonunifonn visible transmittance; insufficient reflection in 
the near IR region (0.78-2.4 µm) where about 40 3 of the solar radiation power is 
concentrated. In the same spectral region the radiation power of filament lamps is quite 
high. These properties of HR with conductive layers restrict their application in high-
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intensity projection systems and illuminators where demands for spectral distribution 
of transmitted light are enhanced [2, 4). 

In case of all-dielectric multilayer HR disadvantages typical for filters with conduc
tive layers may be removed. Dielectric multilayer heat reflectors consist of symmetrical 
groups of dielectric layers with little or no absorption. Each group, called period, is 
designed to reflect some part of the IR-spectrum and to be transparent for the visible 
light. 

The purpose of this investigation is to analyse the capabilities of symmetrical periods 
of dielectric layers of ABA and ABCBA type for their application in the design of heat 
reflectors with high transmittance in the visible spectral region. 

2. Design Principles for HR with High Transmittance in the Visible 
Spectral Region 

Dielectric heat reflectors usually consist of a number of symmetrical periods, like ABA, 
ABCBA and others [ 1, 5]. A, B and C symbols denote layers from different materials. 

The most important properties of symmetrical periods are studied in [ 1, 5 - 1 O]. They 
may be summarised in the following way: 

• A multilayer stack from a number of identical successive sy1mnetrical periods 
may possess high reflectance in spectral regions near the following wavelengths: 

Ao Ao Ao 
A = Ao ' 2 , 3 ' ... ' k . (1) 

N 

Here Ao = 2 L n.id.i, nidi is the optical thickness of the i-th layer in the period, 
i=l 

N is the total number of layers in the period. The overall optical thickness of 
the period is equal to half of the largest wavelength Ao for which the multilayer 
reflectance is high. Some of the high-reflectance zones may get into the spectral 
region for which high transmittance is required and do worse the HR properties. 

• In a spectral region between two neighbouring high-reflectance zones every sym
metrical period can be fonnally replaced by a single-layer (called an equivalent 
layer) with an equivalent refractive index and a phase thickness which are de
termined by the period structure (refractive indices and thicknesses of separate 
layers) . If a multilayer stack consists of m identical successive symmetrical pe
riods it will be equivalent to a single-layer with the same equivalent refractive 
index and m-times enlarged equivalent phase thickness. 

The simplest symmetrical period of three layers from two materials of ABA type is 
often used especially in antireflection coating design [ l, 6- 10). Its equivalent refrac
tive index and phase thickness are strongly dependent on the period structure and the 
wavelength A. When the number of layers in a symmetrical period increases it becomes 
more difficult to predict its properties theoretically using the equivalent layer approach 
[ 1]. 

When the HR is designed each symmetrical period must be chosen in the way that 
there should not be any reflectance maxima in the short-wave region for which high 
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transmittance is required. High-reflectance zones of separate periods must cover the 
whole necessary Jong-wave spectral region. Each period may be designed so that its 
first half to be an anti reflection coating for the second one at wavelengths corresponding 
to the high-reflectance zones which should be suppressed [5 -8]. Up to now a lot of 
coating design techniques are described [1 , 11 -1 4] . Usually the starting design of an 
optical coating is carried out according to a selected technique. The final design is a 
result of a computer optimisation. 

When the number of layers is equal or more than three the optical admittance method 
is often used [l, 2, 5, 11]. It allows to analyse how the reflectance of a multilayer 
depends on the parameters of each layer (ni and di) at a given wavelength. Thus in 
our case of three and five-layers symmetrical periods it seems reasonable to use the 
method of optical admittance. 

3. Optical Admittance 

The optical admittance Y is defined as a ratio of a light wave magnetic H and electric 
E fields (Y = H / E) and Y is usually complex. In a free space Y is real and equal to 
Jco/ µ0 . For practically important cases of multilayer design nonnalised optical admit

tance y is usually used. It is equal to the optical admittance Y devided to J E.o/ µo and 

for a nonmagnetic medium represents complex refractive index n y = Y/ Jco/ µ0 = n. 
For only one layer over a substrate at normal incidence the characteristic matrix M 

of the layer connects the values of wave amplitudes E and H at the boundary film - air 
and Es, Hs at the boundary substrate-film: 

[E] [Es] 
H = M Hs ' 

M = [ cos8 
in sin 8 

;, sin 8] 
cos8 

(2) 

where d is the thickness of the film and 8 = 27rnd/ A is its phase thickness at nonnal 
incidence. For nonabsorbing dielectric layer deposited on a substrate with a refractive 
index ns the equivalent optical admittance of the system is presented by the expression 

[1 , 2] 
ns + intan8 

ins ' 
1 + -tan8 

y= i = r-1. (3) 

n 

As a result for needs of coating design it is possible to consider the system substrate 
layer as a medium with the equivalent optical admittance y (3), and to use the following 
expression for the reflectance R detennination in accordance with [ 1] 

R = (Yo - Y) (Yo - Y) * 
Yo+ Y Yo+ Y 

(4) 

Here y0 is the optical admittance of the incident medium, in our case air with Yo = 
no= 1. 

The complex value of y may be represented as: y = Re(y) +i Im(y). In the beginning 
of a film deposition the equivalent optical admittance of the system substrate- layer is 
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equal toy= ns. When the layer becomes thicker, they-value changes and they-point 
on the complex y-plane moves on a circle with a centre on a real axis Re(y) in the 
clockwise direction, see Fig. 1. The substrate admittance ns, the layer thickness d and 
its refractive index n determine the exact position of the final point on the circle. Points 
upon the circle present y variations as a function of the layer optical thickness nd. 
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substrate 
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- 0.4 
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Fig. J. Optical admittance diagrams of a single quarter wave layer with n = 1. 7, ns = 1.5 and 
a single halfwave layer with n = 1.38 on the same substrate 

When optical thickness of the layer reaches value of nd = >. / 4, such a layer is called 
a quarter wave layer and its optical admittance change on y-diagram is described by 
a semicircle with the tennination point at y = n 2 /ns (Fig. 1). When nd = >../2, the 
layer is a halfwave one and the corresponding y-change is represented as a whole circle 
with starting and tennination point at y = ns (Fig. 1). Therefore, a substrate with a 
halfwave layer possesses equivalent optical admittance, reflectance and transmittance 
as in case of uncoated substrate. 

The reflectance R of a multilayer may be calculated according to expression (4). 
The equivalent admittance y detennination is carried out from the substrate surface to 
the front surface of the multilayer. On the y-diagram the tennination point of each layer 
is the starting point for the next. It allows to analyse the influence of the parameters 
of each separate layer upon the equivalent admittance and finally upon the reflectance 
R (Eq. (4)). 

On the basis of a halfwave layer admittance diagram it becomes clear that to suppress 
a high-reflectance zone of a symmetrical period at Ak = Ao/ k, k = 2, 3, . .. , it 
is necessary the equivalent optical admittance of the period to be equal to that of the 
uncoated substrate: y = Ys at Ak. In other words in complex y-plane such a symmetrical 
period should be represented as a closed line which starts and terminates in the point 
of uncoated substrate optical admittance Ys = ns. 
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4. Symmetrical Three-Layer Periods 

A multilayer coating which consists of recurring symmetrical periods of ABA type 
is a composition of two materials A and B. In the simplest case the resulting optical 
thicknesses of the layers are equal: 2nAdA = nBdB. Both layers are quarter wave 
ones at the basic wavelength Ao for which the stack reflection is maximal: 2nAdA + 
nBdB = Ao / 2, 2nAdAnBdB = Ao / 4. It is known [l, 4, 5) that such multilayers possess 
maximal reflectance at wavelengths of Ak = Ao / k, k = 1, 3, 5, . ... For even values 
of k = 2, 4, . . . the high reflectance zones are absent. They are suppressed because for 
these wavelengths optical thickness of each layer is multiple to Ak/ 2 (see Figs 2a and 
2b) . 
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Fig. 2. Optical admittance diagrams for a symmetrical period of ABA type, for the wavelength 
>.0 / 2 (a) and for the wavelength >.o/4 (b) 

nAdA = >.o /8, nBdB = >.o / 4, nA = 1.38, nB = 2.30, ns = 1.5 

These results for symmetrical multilayers which consist of two materials with equal 
optical thicknesses allow to analyse conditions for high reflectance zones suppression 
in the general case when the optical thicknesses of A and B layers are different. 
If for wavelength Ak = Ao / k the condition 2nAdA = mAk/2 is fulfilled for m = 
1, 2, 3, .. . k - 1, then the layer A is a halfwave layer for Ak. The optical thickness of 
B-layer may be determined as nBdB = Ao / 2 - 2nAdA = (k - m)Ak/ 2. This layer is a 
halfwave layer for Ak too. An optical admittance diagram for symmetrical period ABA 
represents two circles. The tennination point of the diagram coincides with the initial 
one which corresponds to the optical admittance ns of uncoated substrate. It means 
that the high reflectance zones at Ak is suppressed. The same is also valid for high 
reflectance zones at Ak/ 2 , Ak/ 3 , Ak/ 4 , .... 

For needs of multilayer design the problem of particular importance is connected 
with the suppression of two neighbouring high-reflectance zones at wavelengths Ak 
and Ak+l · If the layer A is a halfwave one for Ak, then 

(5) 
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Since Ao= kAk = (k + l)Ak+i, then 

2nAdA = m (k + 1) Ak+1 = (m + m) Ak+I . 
k 2 k 2 

(6) 

If this layer must be a halfwave one for Ak+!, it is necessary m + m/ k to be an integer 
number at [l ... k] interval, which is obviously impossible because m has integer values 
at [l ... k - l] interval and always m/ k < 1. 

Another essential feature of the symmetrical periods of two materials is related to 
the maximal high-reflectance zone order kmax which may be suppressed in the desired 
high transmittance spectral region, in our case in the visible spectral part. Let us denote 
the high transmittance region bonds as Amin and Amax and then to fulfil this condition 
it is necessary 

Ao Ao 
---- 2: Amax :::; Amin · 
kmax - 1 kmax + 1 

The inequality system solution gives the following expressions for Ao and kmax values 

k 
Amax+ Amin 

max:=:;-----
Amax - Amin 

(kmax - l)Amax:::; Ao:::; (kmax + l)Amin · 
(7) 

If Amin = 0.38 ~lm, Amax = 0. 76 µm, as a result of the first inequality for the visible 
spectral region krnax = 3 comes out. It means that for this spectral region multilayers 
of the mentioned type with suppressed reflectance maxima for k = 2 and k = 3 may 
be used. The inequalities (7) solution obtained for the basic wavelength Ao gives for 
k = 2 Ao= 0.76 ... 1.14 µm; fork= 3 Ao= 1.52 µm. 
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Fig. 3. Reflectance spectral distribution for a multilayer coating from five symmetrical periods of 
ABA type with suppressed maximum corresponding to k = 2 for Ao= 1.1 µm (a) and k = 3 for 
Ao= 1.52 µm (b) 

From the analysis it may be concluded that in HR for the near IR with high trans
mittance in the visible spectral region the following symmetrical periods of ABA type 
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may be used: 

Ao= 0.76 ... 1.14/J,m Ao= 1.52µm 

k=2 

nAdA: Ao/8 

nsds: Ao/4 

nAdA: Ao /8 

k=3 

nAdA: Ao/6 

nsds: Ao/6 

nAdA: Ao/6 

Ao= 1.52 µm 

k=3 

nAdA: Ao/12 

nsds: Ao/3 

nAdA: Ao / 12. 

Reflectance spectral distributions for the periods with k = 2 and k = 3 are shown 
in Fig. 3. They are calculated for ns = 2.30 (Ti02 or ZnS), nA = 1.38 (MgF2), 
Ao = 1.1 J.l!TI (k = 2) and Ao = 1.52 µm (k = 3, nAdA = Ao/12, nsds = Ao/3). 

5. Symmetrical Five-Layer Periods 

For suppression of two neighbouring high-reflectance zones in a short-wave region 
A < Ao symmetrical periods from three materials of AB CB A type are used [ 1, 5]. 
When such periods are designed the layers AB and BA are usually chosen as antire
flection for the substrate and for the material of C-layer at the wavelengths of Ak and 
Ak+i: Ak = AO) /k , Ak+l = Ao/( k + 1) [5]. For this purpose a combination of two 
layers with equal optical thicknesses nAdA = nsds is suitable because it may act as 
antireflection coating at both wavelengths [ 1]. The layers refractive indices and their 
optical thicknesses should fulfil the following conditions: 

nsnc = nAns, ns < nA < nc 

2 (27rnAdA) nAns(nc - ns) 
tan = ,, 2 · 

A nAnc-nsns 

(8) 

At fixed values of the layers refractive indices and their optical thicknesses the 
last equation is fulfilled at two precisely detennined wavelengths A1 and A2 which 
corresponds to the phase thicknesses: 

21fnAdA 21fnAdA 
---=cp, =7r-<p 

A1 A2 
21fnAdA 27rnAdA ---+ =7f. 

A1 A2 

(9) 

When wavelengths for which the antireflection effect is essential are fixed, it is neces
sary to find suitable values of layer thicknesses and refractive indices in order to fulfil 
the upper equations. 

Let us analyse conditions for suppression of two neighbouring high reflectance zones 
of the multilayer period from three materials of ABCBA type at wavelengths Ak and 
Ak+i · Phase thicknesses of A and B layers are equal and fulfil the following condition: 

21fnAdA 27rnAdA ---+ =7f. 
Ak Ak+1 
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A and B optical thicknesses are obtained to be equal to 

2(2k+ 1). (10) 

C~layer optical thickness is determined from the condition that the sum of the optical 
thicknesses of all layers in the period should be equal to ,\0 / 2 

(11) 

Anti:eflection properties of AB-layers may be illustrated by means of optical admit
tance diagrams for two wavelengths which are shown in Fig. 4. From the diagrams it 
becomes clear that for both values of A the equivalent optical admittance of the sub
strate. with ~B-layers is equal to the C-layer refractive index, that is why this layer in 
the diagram 1s represented as a point. The equivalent optical admittance of the substrate 
with ABCBA symmetrical period is equal to that of uncoated substrate. As a result 
high-reflectance zones corresponding to these wavelengths are suppressed. 
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Fig. 4. Optical admittance diagrams for a symmetrical period of ABCBA type, for the wavelength 
Ao/2 (a) and for the wavelength ,\0 /3 (b) 

n AdA = nBdB = node= >-o / 10, nA = 1.70, nB = 2.00, nc = 2.30, ns = 1.50 

The optical admittance diagrams analysis shows that the problem of high-reflectance 
zones suppression in a short-wave region has not only one solution and some other 
symmetrical structures are possible. Of particular interest is the case when C-layer is 
removed and D-layer with a refractive index equal to that of the substrate is inserted. 
Then the multilayer structure becomes SI AB(BADAB) ... (BADAB)BA/ Air and it may 
improve the IR-reflectance of the period by changing the nB/nn ratio. 

For three-component symmetrical periods the problem of maximal high-reflectance 
zone orders kmax and kmax + 1 which may be suppressed in the high-transmittance 
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spectral region [.Amin, Amax] is also essential. In order to fulfil this condition is necessary 

.Ao 
k 2: Amax, 

max - 1 
and __ .A_o_ <.A. 

kmax + 2 - min . 

The inequality system solution gives the following expressions for .A0 and kmax values: 

k 
Amax + 2Amin 

max :S----
Amax - Amin 

(kmax - l)Amax S Ao S (kmax + 2).Amin. 
(12) 

As a result of the first inequality for the visible spectral region kmax = 4 comes 
out. It means that for this spectral region multilayers of ABCBA type with suppressed 
reflectance maxima for k = 2, 3; k = 3, 4 and k = 4, 5 may be used. The inequalities 
(12) solution for the basic wavelength .Ao gives k = 2, 3 .Ao = 0. 76 ... 1.52 µm; 
k = 3, 4 .Ao= 1.52 .. . 1.90 µm; k = 4, 5 .A0 = 2.28 µm. From the analysis it follows 
that in HR for the near IR with high transmittance in the visible spectral region the 
following symmetrical periods of ABCBA type may be used: 

.Ao= 0.76 . .. 1.52 µm .Ao = 1.52 .. . 1.90 µm .Ao= 2.28 µm 

k = 2,3 k = 3,4 k = 4,5 

nAdA: .Ao/10 nAdA : .Ao/14 nAdA: .Ao/18 

nBdB: .Ao/10 nBdB: .Ao/14 nBdB: .Ao/18 

ncdc: .Ao/10 ncdc: .Ao3/14 ncdc: .Ao5/18 

nBdB: .Ao/10 nBdB : .Ao/14 nBdB: .Ao/18 

nAdA: .Ao/10 11AdA : .Ao/14 nAdA: .Ao/18. 
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Fig. 5. Reflectance spectral distribution for a multilayer coating from five symmetrical periods 
of ABCBA type with suppressed maximum corresponding to k = 2, 3 for .Ao = 1.5 µm (a) and 

k = 3, 4 for Ao= 1.65 µm (b) 
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The reflectance spectral distributions for periods of ABCBA type with k 2, 3 
and k = 3, 4 are shown in Fig. 5. They are calculated for nc = 2.30 (Ti02 or ZnS), 
nB = 2.00 (Nd203), nA = 1.70 (Al20 3 or MgO), Ao = 1.5 µm (k = 2, 3) and 
Ao = 1.65 µm (k = 3, 4). 

6. Conclusions 

As a result of the analyses and evaluations of optical properties of multilayers containing 
two-component and three-component symmetrical periods it is possible to propose some 
conclusions concerning their applications in design of heat reflection coatings with high 
transmittance in the visible spectral region. 

• For two-component multilayers periods of ABA type it is impossible to suppress 
two neighbouring high-reflectance zones in the short-wave region of A < Ao . 

• In the case of heat reflectors for the near IR with high transmittance in the visible 
spectral region it is possible to use two-component periods with suppression of 
the second or the third high-reflectance zones in the short-wave region, but the 
choice of the basic wavelength Ao is strongly limited (Ao :S 1.52 µm). 

• In the case of heat reflectors with high visible transmittance it is possible to use 
three-component periods with suppression of the neighbouring 2, 3; 3, 4 and 4, 
5 high-reflectance zones at A < Ao . The basic wavelength value Ao is limited by 
Ao :S 2.28 µm. 

• For Ao = 1.90 ... 2.28 µm it is necessary to use multilayer symmetrical periods 
with suppression of the neighbouring third, fourth and fifth high-reflectance zones 
in the short-wave region. For Ao > 2.28 flm multilayer periods with suppression 
at least of the neighbouring fourth, fifth and sixth high-reflectance zones in the 
short-wave region are required. 

In the main design problems of multilayer all dielectric coatings transmitting the vis
ible and reflecting the IR radiation are connected with suppression of high-reflectance 
zones in the visible region and covering the whole necessary IR region with high re
flectance zones corresponding to separate symmetrical periods. The investigation shows 
that design of such a system could not be realised using only multilayer symmetrical 
periods of ABA type. It is necessary to use periods with more complicated structure 
for covering the long-wave parts of the IR spectrum. 
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